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Exposition leonard de vinci louvre visite guidee

- This event is no longer available to book in this room - Press Review Event Sheet 2019, the fifth centenary of Leonardo da Vinci's death in France, has a special meaning for the Louvre, which has the world's largest collection of Leonardo paintings, as well as 22 drawings. In this year of commemoration, the museum finds an opportunity to gather around the
five essential paintings it preserves, namely the Virgin of the Rocks, the Belle Ferronniére, the Mona Lisa, which will remain in the room where it is usually exhibited - and the St. John the Baptist and the Holy Anne, most of the artist's paintings as possible, in order to confront them with a wide selection of drawings, as well as a small but significant set of
paintings and sculptures. This unreleased retrospective of Leonardo's career as a painter will show how much he put painting above all else and how his research of the world, which he called the science of painting, was the instrument of his art, whose ambition was nothing less than to bring his paintings to life. The culmination of more than ten years of
work, which saw in particular the renewed scientific examination of the Louvre's paintings and the restoration of three of them, which allowed a better understanding of his artistic practice and pictorial technique, the exhibition also helped clarify Leonardo's biography by taking all the file documents. She will paint a portrait of a man and an artist of extraordinary
freedom. To find out: Do not buy tickets or reservations at the Louvre Museum. Full-price visitor: The rate includes door-cutting entrance, headphones, conference in front of the works; don't buy any ticket. Visitor exempt from entry: Friend of the Louvre, job seeker, social minimum, disabled - access, less than 26th, Paris museum pass, education pass,
auditor-student Ecole du Louvre, artist, journalist (with proof to date). The meeting point and the speaker's phone will be displayed on their counter-brand at the end of the booking. Page 2,4563 events found Note Internet users: with 79 reviews Museums / Exhibitions An immersive experience in the world of street art: a trip to the world of the artist's works.
Guided tour, Covered walks Excursions: romantic poetry of the nineteenth century. From $10.95/pers 12.95 see all rates Note Internet users: with 134 reviews by Chazz Palmintere, directed by Steve Suissa Seul in Scene The Bronx of the 60s. a neighborhood in full swing where the Mafia reigns undivered, and racism appears... From $32.50/pers view all
user ratings: 290 review One Woman Show Nora Hamzawi is back with her new show. From 39.00 euros/pers see all Monuments rates - For an adult public from 16 years old Lyon city card 365 days, one year of getaways in Lyon. Museums / Exhibitions of 3 years From the city of Lyon card, its culture of passports and leisure that offers access included to
more than 38 activities: transport, museums, cruises, guided tours. Valid 1, 2, 3 or 4 days Musical Tom Sawyer returns in broadway musical version. To access Privilege offers reserved for registered members - Register Classical Music Salle gaveau, 75008 Paris Upcoming dates: Thursday, December 17, 2020 From $24.00/pers see all prices direction music
Rouxel Classical Music The four seasons of antonio vivaldi is a set of four violin concertos, composed in 1723. Internet Note: With 12402 Comments Plateau of Comedians A dish of crazy artists who forgive no one! all the daily defects of the couple reviewed by comedians! From $10.95/pers 16.50 see all 457 pages of TheMatics Results Note from Internet
users: 5 with 24 reviews -remarkable! An extraordinary speaker who took us back in time and allowed us to discover the facets of Leonardo da Vinci. We learned a lot without it being boring, congratulations! Written on February 22, we saw this event with BilletReduc.com -President Confederate last Thursday, we visited Expo Vinci with Salina. She kept us on
suspense from 11:45 a.m. to 3 p.m. without hunger or thirst that reminds us of order! We were a small group of 6 passionate about their comments that illuminate us far beyond paintings or drawings. Despite the crowds, we feel like an exhibition just for us thanks to its culture, its relevant analyses and its great availability. In short, a true happiness ... - written
on February 22, he saw this event with BilletReduc.com -guided tour leonard da Vinci Excellent visit! A realistic and concrete vision of Leonardo's approach is built, coherent, interesting, always in the artistic and historical context of the time. A clear common thread keeps many things in memory. And also the particular touch of fantasy of Salima's colleague
makes this visit outside the usual lot. Written on February 21, he saw this event with BilletReduc.com - Excellent visit! We enjoyed an excellent guided tour from Salina which was a lovely and professional guide. We've learned a lot. - written on February 17, he saw this event with BilletReduc.com -Very well The visit organized by Mrs Salina Oughou was very
interesting. Yours and the way he presented this exhibition, which was sometimes difficult to follow in view of the extreme influx of visitors, gave us great satisfaction. We had come a long way, made some organizational efforts and were rewarded and admired, work and artistic commentary. - written on February 13, he saw this event with BilletReduc.com Expo Leonardo da Vinci Passionate and therefore exciting person who knows how to make us live Leonardo da Vinci and make us discover from other angles as this exhibition wants! Thank you... we ask for more! - written on February 09, he saw this event with BilletReduc.com -passionate and passionate We went 5 to follow the explanations of our guide
Salina and each of us drank his words. Without it we wouldn't have understood much about the very rich and complex exposure. Salina expresses hesitation with ease and simplicity and maintains attention and tension during the two and a half hours of the visit. He masters his subject and knows the Louvre as his pocket. We promised to take advantage of
your knowledge and passion to request it again in other museums or streets of Paris. Thanks to her. - written on February 20 -Visit exhibition with Salina (top guide) Salina is a passionate and exciting speaker. We were able to admire and understand thanks to the accompaniment of this wonderful guide. I'm glad I made this visit. We advise you to organize
your visits to Paris with Salina. - written on February 20th - this symbol means signal to the moderator You too, give your opinion: Read more comments on guided tour: Leonardo da Vinci exhibition Page 2,4561 events found Note Internet users: with 79 reviews Museums / Expos An immersive experience in the world of street art: a trip to the world of the
artist's works. Guided tour, Covered walks Excursions: romantic poetry of the nineteenth century. From $10.95/pers 12.95 see all rates Note Internet users: with 134 reviews by Chazz Palmintere, directed by Steve Suissa Seul in Scene The Bronx of the 60s. a neighborhood in full swing where the Mafia reigns undivered, and racism appears... From
$32.50/pers view all rates Note Internet users: with 290 reviews One Woman Show Nora hamzawi is back with her new show. From 39.00 euros/pers see all Monuments rates - For an adult public from 16 years old Lyon city card 365 days, one year of getaways in Lyon. Museums / Exhibitions of 3 years From the city of Lyon card, its culture of passports
and leisure that offers access included to more than 38 activities: transport, museums, cruises, guided tours. valid 1, 2, 3 or 4 days Musical Tom sawyer returns in version road road. To access Privilege offers reserved for registered members - Register Classical Music Salle gaveau, 75008 Paris Upcoming dates: Thursday, December 17, 2020 From
$24.00/pers see all prices direction music Rouxel Classical Music The four seasons of antonio vivaldi is a set of four violin concertos, composed in 1723. Internet Note: With 12402 Comments Plateau of Comedians A dish of crazy artists who forgive no one! all the daily defects of the couple reviewed by comedians! From $10.95/pers 16.50 see all prices 457
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